Chaudhary Bansi Lal University, Bhiwani  
(A State University established by Govt. of Haryana Act No. 25 of 2014)

No. CBLU/Colleges/2019/ 
Dated: 14/08/2019

To,

The Principals of all 
Affiliated Colleges of CBLU, 
Bhiwani.

Subject: Relaxation in eligibility condition for admission to P.G. Course.

Sir/Madam,

I am directed to inform you that the Academic Council wide resolution no.12 of its meeting held on 14.08.2019 has been approved to make admissions at Post graduate level (in affiliated Colleges only) for those students having re-appear in only one paper either in 5th or 6th Semester at Under-graduate level other then the subject in which the student is intesed to seek admission in Post-graduate Course subject to the condition that they will not be allowed promotion in the 3rd Semester course, if the fail to pass the concerned one paper of their graduation before the commencement of the 3rd semester of their concerned PG course and their provisional admission in the PG course will be cancelled.

However, firstly the students who have clearly passed their graduation have to be considered for admission and their after if the seats remain vacant re-appear candidates as above may be considered.


[Signature]
Assistant Registrar (Colleges) 
for Dean of Colleges

Endst. No. CBLU/Colleges/2019/ 3344 - 3350 
Dated: 14/08/2019

The copy of the above is forwarded to the following for information and further necessary action.

1. Dean Academic Affairs, CBLU, Bhiwani.
2. COE, CBLU, Bhiwani.
3. Finance Officer, CBLU, Bhiwani.
4. Assistant Registrar, Registration and Scholarship Branch, CBLU, Bhiwani.
5. Incharge Computer Centre, CBLU, Bhiwani (with the request to upload the same on the Univesity Website).
6. P.A. to Registrar (for kind information of the Registrar), CBLU, Bhiwani.
7. P.S. to Vice-Chancellor (for kind information of the Vice-Chancellor), CBLU, Bhiwani.

[Signature]
Assistant Registrar (Colleges) 
for Dean of Colleges